CLASS TIMETABLE 2016 (LOWER PRIMARY)

CLASS : P1 MERCURY
HOMEROOM TEACHER : Ms Sarah Adilah Ramlan
ASST. HOMEROOM TEACHER : Ms Siti Nur Warda Aminudin

Monday
- Assembly
- BM
- SC
- MATHS
- AG/MORAL
- ENG
- MAP/GYM

Tuesday
- PE/SW
- BM
- HE
- SC
- AG/MORAL
- MATHS
- ARAB/ MAND

Wednesday
- CCA
- BM
- MUSIC
- MATHS
- ENG
- ICT

Thursday
- ART
- ENG
- BM
- ARAB/ MAND
- S&D
- SC

Friday
- SC
- BM
- ENG
- MATHS

NOTE:
- HRT = HOMEROOM TIME
- HE = HEALTH EDUCATION
- SWIMMING MONTHS : JAN, FEB, MAR, APR
- PE MONTHS : MAY, JUNE, JULY, AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV

TT/SEM1/2016/(2/1/16)